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Austria’s wines are highly prized by wine experts and
wine lovers all over the world today. Burgenland is
unique in this respect, offering a vast variety of wines
from whites and reds to sparkling wines, and don’t forget the exceptional sweet wines. Handcrafted by local
winemakers with close ties to their homeland, the wines
never fail to showcase their potential at international
blind tastings. They stand out for their inimitable and
exciting character, which is influenced by seven factors.
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Austria’s special geographic location is a key factor
for the unique quality of its wines. Although Austria is
at roughly the same latitude as Burgundy, it is much
more centrally located in the heart of Europe. This is
especially true for Burgenland, Austria’s easternmost
province. The dry continental Pannonian climate is the
predominant force here, especially along the eastern
shores of Lake Neusiedl. This steppe lake is particularly
significant because of its unparalleled influence on the
surrounding wine-growing region. Not only does it regulate temperatures, it also provides humidity and thus
ideal conditions for the development of botrytis to produce sweet wines. Southern Burgenland is also marked
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by Mediterranean influences, while the north enjoys
the fringes of a mild and
damp Atlantic climate. The
largest variations in temperature are experienced in
the northern and southern
parts of Burgenland. There is simply no other place
on earth where dense wines taste so nimble, reds as
much as whites.
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2
THE LAND
BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPES,
DEMANDING SOILS

Austria is a country with an unrivalled quality of life –
this is certainly one of the key reasons why it has become a globally attractive tourist destination. Its wine-growing regions span an area of about 46,500
hectares, of which around 13,300 hectares are located
in Burgenland. The scenery in the region surrounding
Lake Neusiedl, Europe’s second-largest steppe lake
(behind Lake Balaton in Hungary), is just as diverse as
the grape varieties cultivated there. That being said,
Burgenland is largely dominated by red wines, unlike
the rest of Austria’s wine-growing regions. Burgenland
boasts five different wine appellations with clearly distinguished profiles: Neusiedlersee DAC, Leithaberg
DAC, Rosalia DAC, Mittelburgenland DAC and Eisenberg DAC. The eastern shores of Lake Neusiedl are cha4

racterised by warm weather and relatively flat terrain.
Besides Zweigelt, it is mainly sweet wines from the Seewinkel region that have garnered a solid international
reputation. The largely calcareous soils of the Leithagebirge hills make an excellent home for both white Burgundies and the distinctive Blaufränkisch variety, Austria’s most prominent type of red wine. Blaufränkisch
dominates the field in Mittelburgenland, earning the
region its nickname of Blaufränkischland. The soils
found there alternate between loam, sand, limestone
and slate. In the southernmost part of the region surrounding Eisenberg hill, slate soils and ferrous loam
soils produce very exciting red wines, most notably
Blaufränkisch.
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3
THE GRAPES
RICH DIVERSITY WITH A
GOOD DASH OF RED

Blaufränkisch and Zweigelt are the top two grape varieties in Burgenland. The big boom in red wine came here
in the 1990s. While the scene back then was dominated
by blends, the focus has now largely shifted to varietal
wines. Zweigelt is most widespread along the northern
and eastern shores of Lake Neusiedl, whereas the distinctive Blaufränkisch variety tends to rule the other regions, showing a multitude of different facets depending
on the soil it comes from. Blends of Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon are still very popular, and of course one
has to mention the autochthonous St. Laurent variety,
which is quite tricky in the vineyard but very elegant on
the palate. Despite everything, the white wine varieties
6

also play a vital role, especially because they are needed
for the production of Burgenland’s world-famous sweet
wines, such as Ruster Ausbruch or the Beerenauslese
and Trockenbeerenauslese styles from the Seewinkel
region, and are also made into dry wines. It is thus no
wonder that Welschriesling, along with Grüner Veltliner,
ranks among the very top white wines. The Trockenbeerenauslese style of this variety is a stellar example of
wine at its very finest. Weißburgunder and Chardonnay
are also widely grown, especially in the Leithaberg region. Another variety that may be encountered there is
Neuburger. Muskateller and Muskat-Ottonel are used
for sweet wines.
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4
THE CULTURE
A WINE
AFFAIR

culture. The transboundary region around Lake Neusiedl was admitted to the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 2001. It is home to places steeped in
tradition, such as the historic cellar-lined lane in Purbach known among locals as Kellergasse, which rose to
national fame in 2016 after being featured on the TV
show 9 Plätze – 9 Schätze (“9 Places – 9 Treasures”).
Burgenland’s wine and culture are closely interconnected – examples abound both in history and present
times. One of them relates to the town of Rust, which
in 1681 bought its town charter in exchange for sweet
wines among other things, illustrating the great value
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that was placed on this drink at the time. Joseph
Haydn, who spent almost 30 years in the service of the
Esterházy princes, had part of his salary for his musical
work paid in wine. The famous Haydnsaal at Esterházy
Palace is one of the remnants that bears testimony to
this glorious time. The Palace in Eisenstadt is not only
a venue for musical performances but also hosts wine
shows and houses a wine museum in the basement.
Burgenland’s wines are also a permanent fixture at the
popular Seefestspiele Mörbisch festival and the Opera
in St. Margarethen Quarry – after all, cultural highlights such as these call for a proper celebration.
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5
NATURE
PERFORMANCE
MEETS AWARENESS

Austrians love nature and therefore treat it with the
utmost respect. Environmental protection, water purity, healthy and GMO-free food, biodiversity as well as
energy and material efficiency are all top priorities in
this country. It thus comes as no surprise that Austria
is the world leader in organic farming: no less than 21
per cent of its agricultural land and 13 per cent of all
vineyards are now managed in accordance with organic
farming guidelines*. There is also an official certification scheme for sustainable viticulture in Austria. And
lastly, the majority of grapes are still picked by hand to
this day. Despite this – or perhaps for this very reason –
the wine industry has recently seen particularly strong
growth. Burgenland even boasts a higher proportion of
* Source: Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, the Environment and Water Management
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organic winemakers than the rest of Austria. And the
number of organic wineries is growing steadily, with
new names entering the international spotlight every
year. The curve of ever-increasing exports resembles
that of the most successful countries of the New World.

567

1234

Sustainability certification and the EU organic logo.
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6
VALUE FOR
MONEY
TOP QUALITY,
ATTRACTIVE PRICES

The Austrian winemaking scene is dominated by family-run estates, so mass production plays only a minor
role. Most wineries are small-scale establishments, averaging a size of five hectares. Additionally, many vineyards are situated on steep hillsides that can only be
farmed by hand. As a result of these structures, the high
labour intensity and strict yield restrictions, there is
virtually no room for price competition on entry-level
wines. On the other hand, Austria’s wines score particularly well in the upper and premium price segments, offering excellent value for money. Burgenland’s first-class
wines of international stature are especially good value.
Over the last few years, more and more of these wines
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have earned top ratings from international wine critics,
but there was no matching surge in prices. Compared to
many famous international brands, Burgenland’s wines
are very reasonably priced. Many wineries, including
names known far beyond Austria’s borders, offer qualities in the ballpark of €20 which usually cost much more
in international circles. Burgenland’s top red wines have
long proved their ageing potential and greatness but are
often available at a fraction of the price of similar wines.
This is especially true for Burgenland’s sweet wines,
which have remained more than affordable despite their
fame.
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7
THE TASTE
IDEAL WITH REGIONAL &
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE

Burgenland’s cuisine is heavily influenced by that of
Hungary. Whether your meal of choice is fish from Lake
Neusiedl, roast Mangalitsa pork or, come autumn, delicious goose, Burgenland’s winemakers always have the
perfect wine to go along with it. In fact, they pair well
with almost any kind of food. This is especially true for
white wines. Full-bodied, yet brightened by fresh acidity, they are an ideal match for a wide and varied range
of dishes. Burgenland’s white wines also go well with
Asian food. And lovers of good taste will certainly find
it hard to choose amongst the exquisite red wines. The
velvety Zweigelt is extremely versatile, while the distinctive Blaufränkisch brims with elegance and opulence
when paired with a fine steak. And there is simply nothing that goes better with Somlauer Nockerl or other
desserts than one of the world-famous sweet wines from
Burgenland.
14
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Austria’s easternmost province and Hungary share a
long border as well as Lake Neusiedl, Europe’s westernmost steppe lake. The “Burgenland” designation of
origin encompasses a wide range of red, white and noble sweet wines. More than 30 grape varieties are cultivated in Austria’s youngest province – a true sign of
Burgenland’s rich diversity. Besides Blaufränkisch and
Zweigelt, red blends of local and international varieties
are still very popular among winemakers across all the
regions from Eisenberg to Seewinkel. Since Blaufränkisch reflects the character and nature of the soils in
which it is grown very well, the distinctive terroir of the
different areas of origin really shines through in these
wines. The white wines are usually ideal for pairing
with food. The ratings awarded by major wine critics in
recent years show that both reds and whites are right
on par with international, often much more well-known
brands.
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BURGENLAND
13,300 hectares

From the vast plains of the Heideboden
vineyards along the eastern shores of
Lake Neusiedl to the steep slopes up high
in the Eisenberg hills, Burgenland offers
exceptional scenic diversity, not to mention a dazzling array of more than 30
grape varieties.

Rosalia dac
Rising to an elevation of 748 meters, Rosalia is the highest hill in the Mattersburg district and gives the youngest member of Burgenland’s DAC family its name.
Rosalia DAC extends across the entire Mattersburg
district, the region between Leithaberg and Mittelburgenland. Rosalia DAC wines may be made from either
Blaufränkisch or Zweigelt. If the general requirements
for a wine to be designated as Reserve are met, the vineyard may also be indicated on the label. However,
this only applies to Reserve wines. Rosalia is also the
first DAC region to produce rosé wines. Rosalia DAC
rosé wines can be made from any red quality grape varieties that are permitted for blending. Red wines and
rosé wines may be matured either in steel tanks or oak
barrels. 2017 is the first official vintage of Rosalia DAC
and Rosalia DAC rosé.
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Neusiedlersee dac
The Neusiedlersee DAC region is marked by wide-open
spaces and stretches from Neusiedl am See to Pamhagen. It covers the political district of Neusiedl am See
except for the municipalities of Jois and Winden. The
north is characterised by the Parndorf Plain between
Neusiedl am See and Halbturn with its gentle rolling
hills sweeping down to the lake. To the south lie the
Heideboden vineyards. While the areas along the shores
of the lake and the Seewinkel region feature very sandy
soils, gravelly soils and deeper soils in the north are also
common.
Zweigelt, a cross between Blaufränkisch and St. Laurent, enjoys ideal conditions here. It is not only the

The most widely grown variety in the vineyards (about
6,700 hectares) stretching
from Neusiedl am See to
Pamhagen is Zweigelt, followed by Blaufränkisch. But
the region is also home to
many white wine varieties
used for its great sweet wines.
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region’s primary grape variety but also the most commonly grown red wine variety in all of Austria.
All of the Neusiedlersee DAC wines are legally varietal
wines made from Zweigelt. They can be characterised
as fruity, full-bodied wines with a velvety texture, underpinned by cherry flavours and lovely spicy nuances
often reminiscent of cloves. Neusiedlersee DAC Reserve wines may be pure Zweigelt or a blend consisting of at least 60% Zweigelt, with the remainder made
up of autochthonous varieties such as St. Laurent or
Blaufränkisch. The aromas range from black cherry and
blackberry to elderberries.
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Leithaberg dac

Sheltered by woods in the north, the largely calcareous hills of the Leithaberg
region mostly face Lake Neusiedl. Besides Blaufränkisch, the roughly 3,100
hectares of vineyards also yield white
Burgundies of stunning quality.

The Leithagebirge hills belong to the Alpine foothills
and form the northern border between Burgenland
and Lower Austria. The ridge – partly covered by dense
woods – is composed at its core of gneiss and mica
schist, which is overlain by calcareous sedimentary
rock, known locally as Leithakalk or Leitha Limestone.
These are perfect conditions for Burgundies and Blaufränkisch. The woods have a cooling effect and bring
down temperatures at night after warm summer days.
This imparts a lively freshness to the wines, and the
calcareous soils give them a fine mineral note. Wines
grown on this Leitha Limestone also develop a more
delicate acidity. Leithaberg is the only DAC region in
Austria that permits both red and white DAC wines.
Leithaberg DAC white wines may be made from a
number of grape varieties. This is due to the fact that
the lime-based soils commonly found in the Leithaberg
20

region are interspersed with isolated patches of primary rock, which provide an ideal environment for varieties such as Grüner Veltliner to thrive. In addition to
Chardonnay and Weißburgunder – the most widely
grown varieties – Neuburger and Grüner Veltliner are
therefore also permitted. The wines are mostly matured in used wooden barrels. They range from spicy to
mineral in flavour, reveal little or no discernible oak,
and are an elegant accompaniment to food.
Leithaberg DAC red wines, on the other hand, are
exclusively made from Blaufränkisch, and the wine
must be matured in wooden barrels with rather subtle
use of oak. Leithaberg DAC red wines are only sold
after they have been allowed to mature for about one
and a half years. The wines are very fine and elegant
with a Burgundy feel and aromas ranging from blackberry to sour cherry.
21

Mittelburgenland is the leading region in Austria when
it comes to cultivating Blaufränkisch. More than half of
its vineyards are planted with Austria’s most distinctive
red wine variety, which explains why Mittelburgenland
has long been affectionately known as Blaufränkischland. It is thus only natural that Austria’s very first red
wine of designated origin comes from here. Needless to
say, the Mittelburgenland DAC appellation is reserved
for varietal Blaufränkisch wines.
The very hilly region between Horitschon, Neckenmarkt and Deutschkreutz in the north and Lutzmannsburg in the south offers ideal conditions for opulent red
wines. The vineyards are protected from the elements
by the undulating Bucklige Welt region in the west, the
Sopron Hills in the north and the Kőszeg Hills in the
south. To the east, the region is open to the warm, dry
winds sweeping in from the Pannonian lowlands and
the regulating effect of Lake Neusiedl. The summers
may thus be quite hot, but night-time temperatures
22

Mittelburgenland dac

Burgenland’s most powerful red wines
are grown here on roughly 2,100 hectares of land. Soils ranging from heavy
loam to sparse slate and the open land to
the east, where warm winds may blow in
from the Pannonian lowlands, offer ideal
conditions.

drop considerably due to the cooling effect of the surrounding woods.
The vines mostly grow in heavy, deep soils and are thus
hardly exposed to water stress, even in very dry years.
The slate soils in the upper part of Neckenmarkt are
an exception to this. Compared to the other regions,
Mittelburgenland produces the most powerful Blau
fränkisch wines, with darker aromas and exquisitely
rich tannins coupled with intense spicy flavours.
Mittelburgenland DAC wines may be matured in oak
or in steel tanks and do not go on sale until 1 August of
the year following the harvest. Mittelburgenland DAC
wines with vineyard designation are not sold until
1 October, and the wait is even longer for Mittelburgenland DAC Reserve wines, which are not released
until 1 March of the second year following the harvest.
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Eisenberg dac

The view from Eisenberg hill stretches
southward far beyond the border.The s late
soils make for unique red wines with
distinct minerality.

The region surrounding Eisenberg hill is not only Austria’s southernmost wine-growing region but also one
of its smallest in terms of vineyard area (about 500 hectares). Geschriebenstein hill in the north offers protection from cool weather moving in from that direction,
so the region is influenced more by the Mediterranean
climate. As a result, certain years can easily yield vintages of superior quality compared to other parts of
Burgenland.
What makes this region truly unique are its soils. The
inclines at the very top of Eisenberg hill predominantly feature slate soils. Further down, the soils grow increasingly heavier. They may consist of oxidised greenschist, quartz phyllite, calcareous schist or serpentinite
and are covered by a loam layer of varying thickness.
Their common feature is a high content of iron, which
produces particularly spicy Blaufränkisch wines with
exceptional minerality. Local winemakers nowadays
24

mostly focus on varietal wines made from this distinctive variety. Cuvée blends were much more widespread
prior to the introduction of the Eisenberg DAC appellation but have since taken more of a back seat. Oak
management has also undergone some changes. New
oak is used less frequently in an effort to impart elegance and finesse and avoid smothering the wine’s flavour
with vanilla notes. This results in highly characteristic
wines unlike any other in Burgenland. Blaufränkisch
wines from the Saybritz and Szapary vineyards are very
nimble, displaying delicate fruit aromas of cherry and
bright berries with fine herbal undertones.
Apart from regular Eisenberg DAC wines, local winemakers also produce wines in the Eisenberg DAC
Reserve category, which must be matured in oak barrels and may not go on sale until 1 March of the second
year following the harvest.
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SWEET WINES
There are only few regions that offer ideal conditions
for great botrytis wines. Besides Sauternes and Tokaj,
Burgenland is undoubtedly one of the best. While dry
wines have only recently gained recognition, sweet wines have enjoyed great international acclaim for centuries. Take, for example, the town of Rust, which in 1681
bought its status as a free royal town in return for 500
pails of Ruster Ausbruch, among other things. Interestingly enough, these sweet wines were already being exported to other countries back then, and they were
much sought-after by royal courts and highly regarded
throughout Europe.
Sweet wines start their lives as rotten grapes affected by
a mould fungus called Botrytis cinerea. The fungus penetrates the grape skins, which causes water to evaporate and the remaining contents in the shrinking grapes to
become extremely concentrated. Granted, the grapes
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affected wouldn’t win any beauty contests, but they are
valuable material. The distinctive features of Burgenland’s best sweet wines include complex aromas and a
lively acidity to balance the sweetness. It is mainly Lake
Neusiedl and the saline lakes in the Seewinkel region
which regularly provide an ideal environment for the
fungus to develop. Sweet wines are predominantly
made from white grape varieties. Before the phylloxera
epidemic wrought its way through Europe in the late
19th century, the primary variety was Furmint; nowadays, winemakers have come to prefer Welschriesling, Weißer Burgunder, Chardonnay, Muskateller,
Scheurebe and Muskat-Ottonel. Sweet wines are not
restricted to any particular grape variety, which explains
the wide spectrum of grapes used. Even Zweigelt and
Pinot Noir are occasionally made into sweet wines.
Sweet wines fall into one of two groups. They may be
fruity wines, which are made from largely healthy grapes and therefore also reveal aromas typically associated
with the relevant grape variety. These include the Spätlese and Auslese styles. On the other hand, Beerenauslese and Trockenbeerenauslese wines are heavily
affected by botrytis and thus exhibit multifaceted aromas that are no longer reflective of the traditional varietal characteristics found in the dry versions. These wines may mature over several decades. Ausbruch is a
special form of sweet wine produced in Rust, where it
has a long tradition. It must meet the same requirements as Trockenbeerenauslese wines (minimum must
weight of 30° KMW* or 156° Oechsle) but may bear
the designation Ausbruch in connection with the geographical indication “Rust”. Other delicacies include
ice wines, which cannot be produced every year, and
straw wines or reed wines, which are produced from
healthy grapes dried on mats of straw or reed.
KMW (Klosterneuburg must weight scale): Must weight in
g rammes of sugar per 100 grammes of grape must. 1 KMW corresponds to
approximately 0,9° Brix.
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